
Power of Nature
About us

Ever since Bio-Zentrale Naturprodukte GmbH was founded in 1976, we have been one of the leading organic food companies in 
Germany. We are a full-range organic food supplier with around 200 products of the brands biozentrale – Power of Nature and 
BioKids. We are committed to organic agriculture that interferes with nature as little as possible and combines the best of nature 
in a useful way.

„We believe in the power of nature - in wind, sunrise and rain.“ The biozentrale knows about the special abilities of nature. Here, 
their raw materials are cultivated not only friendly but also processed carefully. The knowledge of the power of good ingredients 
comes from many years of experience, which the biozentrale combines into meaningful products, rich in nutrients and an original 
taste. Detailed information available at: www.biozentrale.de/en/

Our portfolio for your success

The biozentrale products taste very natural - to drumming rain and dew fresh, like summer nights and fresh autumn air. You can 
feel this natural force in your hand when you take the package off the shelf - rough, honest, real - a natural source of life energy.

However, bio alone is not good enough for the biozentrale! That is why sustainability is lived in all areas and the product packaging 
is designed in an ecologically sensible way. An important milestone is the new „Made for Recycling“ seal and the biozentrale is 
the first food brand that is allowed to carry on its packaging. The seal shows at a glance whether the packaging is very easy to 
recycle. The certification and awarding of the official seal „Made for Recycling“ is performed by a renowned environmental and 
recycling service.

Bio-Zentrale Naturprodukte GmbH
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Phone: +49 (0) 8574 9610-0 
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Organic full range

Respectful and carefully handling of people, animals and 
the environment

Gentle cultivation and carefull processing of our raw 
materials 

Years of experience

Holistically sustainable

Packaging concept: very good recycable packaging 
(„Made for Recycling“ seal)


